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Accu-Steel’s salt, sand and de-icing storage buildings protect the condition and effectiveness 
of your inventory– no matter the weather!  Purchasing your supplies and stockpiling them 
during the off-season allows you to save money and be ready for that first snow or ice storm.   
Your stored products are sheltered from wind, rain, sun, or snow so you won’t have to worry 
about product shrink or runoff.    The Accu-Steel building’s clear-span, no barrier interiors and 
high sidewall height designs allow your operators to load and unload without the concern of 
hitting an interior support post or the truss bottom chord. 

SALT STORAGE 
SOLUTIONS.

Buy supplies during the off-peak season and save money 



Strong and Long Lasting 
Your Accu-Steel building is fully 
engineered to meet your site’s 
specific conditions and unique needs.  
Our buildings are fabricated using  
non-corrosive components including 
our cold rolled, hot dipped galvanized 
steel frame and Enduro-Loc fabric 
covers.  Our quality materials and 
superior workmanship are why we can 
offer you an industry leading, 20 year 
comprehensive warranty.

Accu-Steel Advantages 
Your naturally lit Accu-Steel building features an open interior and an unmatched sidewall height giving you 100% usable space for 
storing and protecting a variety of products. The quick permitting process allows you to get your assets undercover and protected 
faster.  Accu-Steel’s thermal neutral fabric coupled with the natural ventilation properties of the building reduces interior heat build-
up and prevents condensation from developing inside the building.   Accu-Steel buildings are used as temporary storage facilities or 
can give you many years of service as a permanent, cost-effective, multi-purpose storage facility. 

Economical Solution 
Not only does buying de-icing 
supplies during the non-peak season 
keep money on your bottom line, it 
ensures you won’t be caught up in 
product shortages caused by heavy 
demand during peak times. An 
Accu-Steel building is an 
economical solution to protecting 
your inventory. Your Accu-Steel 
building can be easily expanded to 
accommodate additional storage 
needs that may develop in the 
future. The quick permitting process 
allows you to get your assets 
undercover and protected faster.


